THE
CRAZY
ONES

“The people, who are crazy enough to think they can change the
world, are the ones who do.”
Have you ever met someone who is crazy? Not the kind where you’re
confined to a straight jacket and restricted to ‘Shutter Island’.

Audience
Teens or Young Adults

I’m talking about the kind of crazy that you don’t understand at first
or second or fifteenth glance. The crazy that sits in silence and hears

Length

a song that has never been written, the kind that stares at an empty

45-60 mins

canvas and sees a work of art or gazes at a red planet and see’s a
laboratory on wheels.
Johan believes that we all have a little bit of crazy in us that is
waiting to be unleashed. His story is CRAZY, to say the least. He is a
product of Humboldt Park Chicago, one of the roughest areas in
Chicago; an area where he has witnessed everything from friends
being killed to family members living destructive lives. An area of
Chicago, he was told, he would never get out of. An area where, he
was told, he would never make it, never amount to anything, never
succeed, never create, never inspire.
Johan refused to believe the messages of his environment. Instead,
he was crazy enough to believe his life could make a difference. He
was crazy enough to make choices that no one else was making; he
decided to live a life worth living as a teen and young adult.
Now he is spending his life encouraging kids to be crazy enough to
think that their lives can make a difference. While others use their
voice to be “realistic”, Johan motivates kids to move past reality
and begin to dream and create even the craziest of possibilities for
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their lives and the world around them.

